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Editorial 
Man V Machine 

The ·machine' in violin making has 
always been a subject guaranteed to 
arouse healthy argument and in Marc 
Soubeyran and J. P. Dondelinger we 
have two correspondents putting 
fonvard the more positive viewpoint. 
Marc·s thickncsser would seem a 
practical answer to an aspect of making 
that frankly no one will dispute is not 
the most creative part the process, but 
some would argue that to compromise 
at all is to bring the craft into disrepute 
and is the first stage in reducing it to 
the level of mass production. Jean 
Pierre lakes the argument a stage 
further and argues, why not? A machine 
is just another tool. and in the hands of 
a craftsman can be as effective as the 
chisel or spokeshave. Would Stradivari 
have used the Router or Thicknesscr if 
it was available? He may possibly have 
done. With such technical exactness at 
his fingertips he would most likely 
have relished the thought of a machine 
1ha1 could spil out exact copies of his 
favourite scroll time after time. With his 
money he would probably have had the 
super efficient and exact CNC version!! 
Dartin~ton Update 
The Cat Quartet have been confirmed 
again to provide after dinner 
entertainment at this years conference. 
Those attending last year will remember 
their spirited performance and good
natured trial of the inslrumcnls brought 
along by the conference participants. 

Brian Harl. Lignum and Michael ll'ill 
also be there in their capacity as trad 
c.,hibitors. Karel Mocns. curator of 
instruments al the Brussel 
Conscrvaloirc has confirmed his 
allcndancc as a speaker on "Problems of 
Authenticity with 16th Century 
Instruments". Jim Woodhouse has also 
confirmed and his subject will be the 
Bowed String. He will "explain what is 
going on when acceptable or 
unacceptable noises arc made - how one 
instrument or string may seem to be 
·easier lo play' than another". 
In past years attendance al the 
conference sometimes fell like bein • on 
a treadmill. from lecture to tea 10 
lecture to lunch etc. To alleviate that 
rushed feeling. the number of I • lures 
has been reduced to liv . This r::hould 
allow for a little more fre tirn lO chat 
with other makers and vi w the trade 
stands or to simply enjoy th· Ir ·sh air 
and the grounds al Dart in !IOI! I lull, 
There will not be an :d1il,l1ion of 
instruments from the i tr'i h Kt:ssler 
collection. as previous! m 111io11 ·ct. As 
before. a raffle will take pl:i • after 
lunch on Sunday prior 10 ct partur , 
Darlington H:111. havin • r ·iv d ;1 

great deal of additional help in 
organisation of the onference. have 
ollcrcd free accommodation to the six 
BVMA organisers who arc as follO\,s: 
Judith Blackwell. Paul Collins. hem 
Mackey. Marc Soubeyran. John 
Topham and Alan Ward. 
Deadline 
All copy for the next issue sh uld r ach 
the editor by 23 May. We need articles!! 

lectric Violins: Facing the 
Amplifying Challenge The emergence o/ the 

electric l'iolin as an instrument with ii 'sown identity has large~v gone 
unnoticed hy the mainstream violin world. fhe electric Fiolin. to many 

people, still means a normal violin ll'ith so111eJim11 o/ pick-up attached /)ave Uruce
./0/111.wm is one o/ the .fi:w /Jrilish makers lo take this Jimn o/ instrument making 
serious~v and has IJllilt up a world-1ride reputation Jhr quality o/ 1rorkmanship and 
sound through his 'l 10/ec:tra' range o/ instruments. In this article he giFc.,· a hrie/ 
hackground to the dei·elopments hchind the electrification o/ the Fiolin and explains 
his hasic prillciples o/good electric 1·ioli11 construction. 
Within the past 
l0-1 5 yea rs. 
electric violins 
have cstabl ishcd 
their place 
amongst the -l50 
year old craft of 
violin making. 
Their rapid 
evolution has 
gone hand in 
hand with the 
development of 
bridge transducer 
technology and 
the demand on 
modern players 
to be more 
diverse in an ever 
increasing use of 
strings in popular music and amplified 
sellings. 
As a maker and restorer of stringed 
instruments of over twenty years (with 
10 years in my own workshop). I have 
been fortunate to have had commissions 
and restorations in different fields from 
classical. baroque and modern violins. 
violas. cellos· and double basses. to 

Kennedy. Jean Luc 

lutes. mandolins. 
early and modern 
guitars and a 
variety of other 
stringed 
instruments. 
Over the past live 
years. I have been 
busy 
manufacturing 
Violectra. a range 
of electric violins. 
violas and cellos' 
of mv own 
patented design. 
making over 70 
instruments. 
Players who have 
bought them 
include Nigel 

Ponty. Icebreaker. 
The Pogucs ...... and Oasis (a Violcctra 
quartet). 
Towards the end of the 198()' s r was 
often asked by my customers for advice 
on bridge traducers to ampli(v their 
acoustic instruments. Being aware of 
the problems they were having 
amplifying their acoustic instruments. 



and the occasio11al electric instrument. I 
became interested in why the violin 
family didn"t ampli(\' with very 
satisfactory results. The main crux or 
the matter seemed to stem from the fact 
that the acoustic violin is made with 
complete devotion (from the makers 
,·icwpoint) to the acoustic properties 
that it will produce and --ampliry" 
through it's soundbox chamber. and 
perhaps secondly: the relationship .or 
the proportion or the instrument to the 
player. and thirdly: the artistic 
execution and appreciation or this. In 
effect. makers have striven for the past 
-tSO years to perkct an acoustical 
··amplirying·· chamber which projects 
the tonal qualities or the wood. In the 
process or wanting to electronically 
ampli(v the acoustic violin. in ract we 
duplicate the process or amplification, 
firstly: by creating the sound at source 
on the instrument. and secondly: by 
transmitting this energy by microphone 
(air waves) or by transducer (wood 
vibration) to an amplifier. 
Microphones have been the traditional 
means or amplification. The highly 
responsive condenser microphone used 
in the controlled environment of a 
recording studio. can reproduce the rull 
harmonic range of the instrument as it 
is heard in the acoustic setting. When 
playing live. dynamic microphon s 
olTcr a more robust option. responding 
to the air space immediately around it. 
Mounted on a stand. it limits the 
players movement. New mi rophone 
systems can be attached to the 
instrument by a tailpicce or soundhole 
clip. or C\'Cn by rcplacin • the cndpin as 

an internal microphone li11in •. 
However. problems or unwanted 
electrically produced recd back an 
occur when the sound from the 
amplifier or speaker is •• picked up"' by 
the instrumcnt"s acoustic frequency and 
re-sensed by the microphone causing a 
loop or amplification that results in a 
shrill howling noise. Feed back is 
alTcctcd by the variable acoustic 
properties or the instrument: the volume 
and phase between the microphone and 
the amplifier: the position or the player: 
and the rcncctivc acoustical properties 
or the room. The source or the sound for 
microphones is through the air as for 
acoustic sound production. As a result 
wooden tonal qualities arc heard 
secondhand through the microphone 
and can sound thin or harsh with a lack 
or depth or tone. 
Another option is to use piczo 
transducers that arc made or two 
electrically charged ceramic plates that 
sense the string ,·ibration and convert it 
into an elcctri si •11al. The bridge is the 
obvious point to pla c the transducers 
because it s1a11ds between the pressure 
or the tring tension and the body 
und rneath (pic1.0 actually means 
--pressure·· in Greek). Means of tilting 
can vary from using self-adhesive tape. 
glue. to wedging the transducer between 
the wing and the foot or the bridge or 
between the bridge and the rront plate: 
or putting a pre-fitted unit into a 
conventional or specially mad bridge. 
However fitting a transdu r to an 
acoustic instrument bridge may change 
the instmments acoust i r -ponsc. 
when it is played unamplili d. Against 

this. it produces a strong signal and a 
rullcr bodied sound as it is sensing the 
,rnod ,·ibration and sending the signal 
directly to the amplilicr. 
The blending or a bridge transducer 
with a microphone system can olTer the 
player some control by mixing the 
--wooden.. and --air" responses. 
However. whether used separately or as 
a blended system for acoustic 
instruments. ultimately. (in my opinion) 
the amplification system is still 
.. listening" to the acoustic cavity and 
has an added thin. boxy or hollow 
quality to the sound. 
ls it the physiology or the acoustic 
violin that is wrong for amplilication? 
By acknowledging that this may be the 
case. we open the challenge for electric 
,·iolin makers. By reducing or removing 

the acoustic properties of the violin 
body. a more direct signal can be sent lo 
the amplifier. Solutions along this route 
include blocking off the 'T holes or 
filling the soundbox of an acoustic 
instrument: building a semi-acoustic 
body or smaller acoustic capacity or a 
body reinforced with thicker or solid 
parts through it: suspending the front 
plate without an acoustical body. a 
frame outline construction: or a solid 
bodied instrument with no acoustic 
soundbox. Another option is to use new 
materials such as carbon fibre. plastics 
and resins. glass. aluminium and other 
metals. requiring new manufacturing 
processes. 
Each solution presents it"s own 
questions. How is the sound production 
increased or reduced by changing the 
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mass of the bod~•? How docs changing 
the mass affect the weight and balance 
for the player ? How docs it a/Teet the 
playing response of the new instmmcnt? 
As a response to new electric 
instrument design. bridge technology 
has made paralcll developments. often 
custom made for each type of 
instrument. Piczo bridge transdu~crs 
have been at the forefront of electric 
instrument amplification systems and 
can be made of wood. metal or resin 
composites. The response and tonal 
qualities arc critically controlled by 
changing the mass of the bridge and it's 
ncxibility and rigidity. A balanced. 
strong output can be produced by 
placing one or two piczo clements 
under each string. This. as well as an 
accurate warmth of wooden tone. has 
made piczo transducers a popular 
choice for electric instruments. 
As amplification has the role of 

pro,·iding the voice for the electric 
instmmcnt. special amplifiers ha,·c been 
developed for piczo transducers. Piczo 
devices arc of high impcdcncc usually 
of I mcgaohm+ and it is important to 
have a matching input with the 
amplifier. The quality of the signal from 
the instrument is paramount for good 
tone. However the signal can be 
modified by electronic equalisation 
which adds or takes away a range of 
harmonic frequencies. However. players 
need to be aware that the quality and 
length of leads or the use of radio mikes 
can reduce the full harmonic range and 
modi(v the signal from source to final 
sound.Effect processors offer a range of 
sounds as used with electric keyboards 
and guitars etc. With the use of a 
special bridge and translator system the 
electric violin can play with MIDI 
language and create and synthesise 
endless variety of sounds. 

VIOLIN, VIOLA AND CELLO MAKING 
REPTON SCHOOL, REPTON, DERBYSHIRE 

20-26 July 1997 
l'revious~v held at /,011ghlwro11gl, ( !niversi~v 

T11101:~: Wilfred Sawu/ers, l'alrick .Jowell and Andrew Fi1111ir,m1 
A one week course, held in a workshop environment, designed to meet the needs of the 
discerning maker, who is looking fi.Jf the liner points of design, practical method, tool 
technique, tilling up etc. The w1.-ck provides an invaluable opportunity to meet an<l mi:-.; with 
other makers in a stimulating and lively atmosphere. 
The tutors arc we11 established professional makers. The course, in it's ninckcnth year is 
now being held in the beautiful surroundings of Repton School, mid-way between I krbv 
and Burton-upon-Trent. It can be residential or non-residential. 

for further details ·n1e Violin Making Summer School 
Sandra Jowell (Course J\dministralor) 
139 Musters Road, West Bridgford 
Nottingham N<,2 7 /\I; 
Tclcphonc: 0115 9818612 

VIOLECTRA: 
LEADING 
ELECTRIC 
VIOLIN DESIGN 
"/ thought /)m.·icl 

/Jruce .Johnson's 
electric Fiolin and 

the sound ii made 

111arvellous ... real(v 
a revelarion ... as 

though a doctor 
\t'ere lo .mv ''now I 
1ranl you to do 

1rilhoul lungs in Jhe 

.fi1t11re "-BEVIS 
HILLIER Comrncnt 
about Viokctra viola 
July 1995. 
Violcctra arc 
constmctcd with an 
outline frame of 
selected maple and 
do not have an 
acoustic soundbox. 
It is a radical 
concept for makers 
:111d players to 
accept that an 
instrument can 
function without a soundbox. By using a 
piczo brid1:,>c system the force of the 
string tension on the body is amplified 
directly as wood vibration. The load of 
the string tension on the bridge is 
spread across the arched frame in the 
centre of the body which results in an 
active response. The clarity and 
strength of signal. depth of tone, and 
open response similar to an acoustic 
instmmcnt. has put a smile on many a 
doubtful face. 

After sound production, my aim as a 
maker is to make an instmmcnt which 
is user-friendly, aesthetically pleasing 
and suitable to the rigours of 
performing life ! The strength of the 
design of Violcctra lies in the features 
of it's durability and weight balance. By 
using a frame constmction of a 
streamlined body shape. reversing the 
stringing from behind a reduced 
headstock behind the nut, and using 
guitar machined tuning heads behind 



the bridge. the ,tcight falls over the 
shoulder end and is comfortable to hold. 
It became apparent that by eliminating 
the soundbo:x from the violin also meant 
the challenge to produce the sound from 
the instrument had also changed. Gone 
arc the intricacies of adjusting the 
soundpost for achieving ma:ximum 
response. The electric production of 
sound eliminates the variable harmonic 
frequencies of the acoustic soundbo:x. 
With no soundbo:x another c:xciting 
dimension became easily available to 
the evolution of the electric violin. By 
adding c:xtra strings. 5 and 6 string 
models arc available. The c:xtra string 
tension created actually equates to a 
larger bodied sound using the picl.O 
'·pressure·· sensitive bridge system. The 
fifth string adds a viola pitch ·c to the 
violin. A five string viola or cello can 
have a high 'E' or low 'F'. These 
options provide new challenges in 
music for players and composers to 
c:xplorc. A violin can play in viola and 
cello pitches. a viola in both violin and 
cello. and the cello in viola or double 
bass. 
I customise each fingerboard I make. 
including my four string models to 
ensure the best playability of profile 
weight and balance. Although there arc 
few guidelines for makers to follow. my 
work in the past with the five string 
acoustic double bass helped determine 
the correct fingerboard and bridge 
shapes for 5 and 6 string models. Most 
makers use a fingerboard of the same 
curve across it's width from end to end. 
As the fingerboard is tapered and not 
paralell. the strings path crosses over 

the cylindrical shape and a bump would 
occur in the centre. To achieve a flat 
surface from end to end of the string. a 
comple:x curve. based on the conical 
shape of the tapered fingerboard. would 
result in a larger radius curve at the nut 
end than at the bridge end. By instinct. 
some makers add this c:xtra curve at the 
nut although too much cun-c results in 
harder work for the player. The final 
shape of the fingerboard is not required 
to be flat but slightly hollowed from end 
to end to allow the strings to vibrate 
freely. This is achieved by checking 
along the string's path with a straight 
edge. and shaping the appropriate 
amount of clearance for each string 
(and removing the bump from 
cylindrical shaped fingerboards in the 
process!). 
Bridge arcs arc filled to correspond to 
the fingerboard shape and the required 
string heights off the fingerboard. The 
curve (in my opinion) remains the same 
with the c:xccption of the 5 and (, string 
models. With multi-stringed 
instruments. the player needs to adapt 
their bowing allack on the fourth string 
as it has now become an internal string 
on the fingerboard. To help the player. I 
often set the fifth (and si:xth) strings 
slightly lower. with a roll-off effect on 
the bass side of the bridge shape. 
Ideally. this shape should be reflected in 
the shape of the fingerboard for a multi
stringed instrument. Apart from this 
issue. a change in the playing position 
of the first string in relation to the 
player's bowing angle was more 
disconcerting to new players of multi
stringed instruments. I think it is 

necessary to make aqjustmcnts to the 
neck angle and the shape of the 
fingerboard to compensate for this and 
allow for continuity for the player. 
The four stringed violin or viola often 
has the neck set slightly towards the 
treble side towards the players bowing 
arm. To maintain a similar bowing 
position for the first string the neck 
angle can be corrected to remain level 
with the body on a five-string 
instrument and sloping slightly towards 
the bass side for a si:x-string model. The 
reverse would apply to a cello or double 
bass as the instrument is bowed from 
the opposite side. It is important that an 
electric violin still feels like a violin to 
the player. To ensure this. each 
Violcctra model is based on the 
proportion and dimensions of classical 
instruments and can be filled with any 
conventional chin rest or shoulder rest. 
However. players arc often c:xcitcd by a 
feature that is not usually available 
when buying a traditional instrument -
Violectras can be made in a wide range 
of colours as stains. tints. sunbursts. 
pearlcsccnt or metallic finishes. from 
pearl whitc ... antiquc gold ... sca 
bluc ... bollle grccn ... scarlct rcd ... mctallic 
black ... or whatever colour you can 
dream of! 
Violectra has developed with the co
operation of my customers for which I 
am grateful. I have worked with my 
customers requirements whether it be to 
copy the dimensions and proportions of 
their c:xisting instruments so that they 
can easily change between them. or 
undertaking special projects of 
fingerboard inlays. customised work etc. 

Encouraging this two way process is 
vital to the evolution of any musical 
instrument. 
As new innovations in instrument 
design and bridge transducer 
technology develop. the boundaries for 
the amplified violin family arc still 
open. In solving some of the problems 
of instrument amplification. electric 
violins have found their place. and offer 
new opportunities to the ever-changing 
music world. 
David llnK"\.! J,~111s.x1. Viob.1ra 
113 ·111.: Custard FaL1ory ( iihh St. lli1rning)1am 119 
4A.'\. Td/Fax: 0121 (,930911 
lnkmational Dialling: +44 121 (,93 0')33 
.:-mail addn.-ss :Viokctra(i/lcustanl.L,1.uk 
Violcctra is al l.K. r.:gis1cTL·d: 
TRADE M,\RK 1492137DESIGN 2020953 
PATENT Cill2265247 
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The Chai1ges 
fron1 Baroque to 
Modern Violins. 
Ephraim ,\'egerma11 disc:11sses the 
techno!ogv o/ the changes that 
co111·erted the haroq11e violin lo a 
modern one. From 1/Je e11idence, he 

cannot .find support .fi>r either a 
svs1e111a1ic increase in siring slop or in 

pilch. 
From late in the 18th century to early in 
the 19th. when the structural changes 
were made. there was no rise in pitch 
except in Italy. By the last quarter of the 
18th century_ all of Italy except Rome 
(which rcn{aincd about a tone lower) 
had settled on Lombardy pitch. which 
was the same as German Cammcrton ( 
unchanged at about half a semitone 
lower than modern since before 
Practorius). Rome finally conformed 
after 1800 (Cosio's colourful report of 
this could have been the origin of the 
surmise about rising pitch). Paris pitch 
of almost a semitone higher than 
modern during the second half of the 
18th century dropped to a'= 435 within 
the first few decades of the 19th. 
English concert pitch was at about that 
figure from the first half of the 18th 
century. Nevertheless. there was a pitch 
rise in the middle of the 19th century. 
Orchestral woodwinds throughout 
Europe temporarily forced a rise of 
orchestral pitch of up to a semitone. 
This was not associated with any 
structure changes. since violins had 
essentially become fully modern. 

The modernisation of baroque violins 
did not systematically lengthen the 
string stop. Violins have always varied 
in si:1.c and string stop. Modern violins 
arc rigidly classified into full. 7/8_ 3/-t 
1/2. si:1.cs etc. with all the smaller than 
full size considered to be cheaper 
training instruments for those with not 
fully grown hands. All si:1.es of early 
violins were played by professionals. 
Practorius's violin happened to be a 
particularly small one with the bridge 
shifted towards the tailpiccc as much as 
it could go tot get a longer string stop. 
The string stop of the violin measured 
in the Talbot manuscript (c. IW4) was 
13 inches. slightly long for a modern 
full-sized one. The evidence of 
lengthening seen on quite a few 
modernised baroque necks was to bring 
smaller instruments up to the more 
valued full-size specification. 
The purpose of the modernisation seems 
to have been both to get greater 
projection and to make playing in 
higher positions easier once using the 
chin for position changes became 
standard. Jobs for musicians on the 
payroll of wcallhy patrons or noblemen 
had been steadily evaporating. and the 
main other way of making a living 
playing was fo~ bigger audiences (in 
poorer acoustics) in public concerts. 
Stainer violins lost supremacy in 
reputation to those of Stradivari because 
the latter had greater projection. 
Making the bridge taller improves 
projection. Bowing only mo\'CS the 
string back and forth in the direction of 
the bow motion. This mainly rocks the 
bridge about some point between its two 

feet. the oscillations of which transmit 
the energy to the soundboard. A taller 
bridge increases the leverage of the 
string forces on the top of the bridge 
about that point. Decreasing the obtuse 
angle that the strings make over the 
bridge can somewhat improve 
projection as well . This happens 
because a larger fraction of the 
oscillation in string tension during 
string vibration gets transmitted by the 
bridge to the belly (this mainly affects 
the octave to the fundamental since that 
is the frequency of tension oscillations). 
The second half of the 18th century saw 
a large increase in playing in high 
positions. In Leopold Mo:1.art·s time 
(the middle of the century). the range of 
playing on the top string was an octave 
and a fifth. and the length of the 
fingerboard only catered for this range. 
Before then. occasional virtuosos (e.g. 
Locatelli) played much higher than this 
(even higher than a modern 

fingerboard). and they fingered the 
string in mid-air past the fingerboard. 
(Modern baroque ,·iolinists playing 
Locatelli need a longer fingerboard 
because their strings arc thinner than 
originally used. and one needs a 
minimum thickness-to-length ratio for 
this to work well). By the I 79<l"s it was 
normal to have a two-octave 
fingerboard and position changes in the 
music required supporting the 
instrument between the chin and the 
shoulder practically all of the time. 
The neck of the violin in earlier baroque 
times was decidedly thicker as one went 
to higher positions. and so was the 
fingerboard because of the wedge shape. 
Thus the distance between the left 
thumb and the rest of the fingers 
increased considerably with higher 
positions, and a squeezing component 
helped "crawling" back to lower 
positions without using the chin (the 
chin was only used if there was no time 
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for a "crawl'·). When the use of the chin 
became standard most of the time. the 
"crawling•· procedure was abandoned 
and if one kept the distance between. the 
thumb and the other positions to a 
minimum in lower positions. playing in 
higher positions became more 
comfortable. This requires eliminating 
the wedge in the fingerboard and 
thinning the neck for even thickness 
over as long a length as possible. 
making the cuf\·c where the bottom of 
the neck goes into the heel much 
sharper. 
Another effect of the continuous use of 
the chin was the attack by perspiration 
on the part of the tail gut that was 
exposed at the top of the tailpiccc. This 
led to new tailpiccc designs which 
eliminated that exposure. and were 
othcmisc chin-friendly (the chin-rest 
was not invented yet). 
With the bridge taller and the 
fingerboard wedge eliminated. the top 
of the fingerboard would have to be 
brought back to it's proper relationship 
with the strings. and that was done by 
resetting the neck onto the body back al 
an angle. To keep that angle change to 
a minimum. the top of the neck was 
raised above where it had been before 
(i.e. at the top of the soundboard where 
the neck and body meet) and a piece of 
wood was added to fill the space this 
creates between the neck heel and the 
heel button of the back. This change 
amounted to adopting the design of the 
relative relationship between the neck 
and the body that had been used by viols 
throughout the baroque.Changing the 
neck angle happens also to decrease the 

obtuse angle the strings make o,·cr the 
bridge. thus increasing the force with 
which the string tension makes the 
bridge press on the soundboard. The 
soundboards of old venerated and 
expensive instruments distorted slightly 
from the added pressure. and to 
minimise this. there was a tcndcncv to 
use a heavier bass bar and a thicker 
soundpost. For more surface area of 
support. the ends or the soundpost were 
caf\·cd to be nush with the plates. while 
before. they were often dome-shaped. 
For the same reason. bridge feet got 
wider by adding thin toes. When string 
tension increased considerably in the 
second quarter of the 19th century. 
whichc,·cr instruments were not 
modified to reduce soundboard 
distortion (induced by bridge pressure) 
when the neck was angled back. were so 
modified then. The problem was more a 
problem of increased fussiness about 
distortion than actual danger to 
instrument structure or function. 
It is very likely that early violin makers. 
as modern ones usually do. used some 
method to optimise the vibration 
characteristics of their top and back 
plates before asscmblv. That includes 
optimisation of the effect of the bass 
bar. ft is fortunate that such 
optimisation can usually be made both 
with a shorter lighter bass bar and a 
longer heavier one. Heavier longer bass 
bars were also used in the baroque. and 
those presumably were not replaced. 
usually not recognised as original. 
The craftsmen who replaced the necks 
probably had trouble getting the nails 
out. and often had to replace the neck 

block. Probably to avoid such trouble in 
the future. they designed a dovetail joint 
between the neck and neck block that 
kepi the desired alignment between the 
neck and body (while the glue 
hardened) without having to use nails. 
To maintain strength with the dovetail 
cut in. the new neck block was usually 
bigger than the original one. The piece 
sticking out from the neck in the 
dovetail replaced strength against the 
neck splitting in the heel that was lost 
in the thinning. 
How far the changes would eventually 
go was not clear in the period when 
they were being made. so the changes 
and new instruments made then were 
often to a variety of intermediate 
designs of neck and fingerboard. So an 
earlier instrument that was continually 
kept up to date would probably have 
suffered several modifications between 
its baroque and modern state. and the 
sequence could well have been different 
in different places. 
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Rene Morel 

An Interview with Rene Morel 
bv Michael Hill 
One of' 111v highlights so .fhr since 1110Fing to New York has heen the opp11rt1111ity to 
talk 11·ith Mr. Rene Morel in his New fork shop situated on West 5./th ,\'tree/. Rene 

1\ lore!\- influence goes 11111ch .fi1rther than his tonal adjustments .fhr some of' the top 
Firltwsi in the ,mrfd-inc:fuding J'o J'o .Ha, Isaac .'-,'tern, ltzhak l'erf111an. l'inchas 
%11ker111011 and Ralph f.:irshhau111. 

I !is influence also ex/e1u/.,· to the 11vend1ef111ing numher of' restorers nmr working in 

Nell' J'ork ll'ho hm·e trained and ll'orked ll'ilh Air. Afore!, .first of' all his partner 

F111111anuef Gradoux ii /alt, Sa111 %vg11111nloll'icz and I loracio l'ineiro to name hut a 

.fl'II'. I le talks of' his ear~,• years, how he sees the .fi1ture 1!f' restoring andfiir me the 
11wst interesting. tonal adius/111enl. 

The Earl~· Years 
Rene Morel was 12 years old and still at 
school when he began working on 
instruments with his first teacher 
Marius Didier. At the time of his 
graduation he had made 12 violins and 
helped his father build a double bass. 
before going to Amedee Dieudonne's
one of the leading teachers in the world 
of his day. Dieudonne demanded to be 
paid for his teaching. however. he was 
so impressed with the young Morel's 
talent that he applied for a government 
scholarship. As a result Rene received a 
small amount of money "enough for my 
going dancing and flying". 
Before putting your hands to a violin. 
Dieudonne would assess your learning 
ability with tool h:mdling. He would tell 
his pupils after a month or two if he 
didn't think they possessed the 
necessary skill to continue. Not many 
would relish the working conditions of 
his workshop. With a 7.30 am start. a 
50 hour week and no heating-the 
average production expected to stay at 
Dieudonne's was 2 violins a week. in 

the white without the scroll (Eugene 
Guinot making three a week'). His 
workshop' made a total of 56 different 
models. He was also extremely anxious 
that anyone would think that any part of 
his instruments were made by machine. 
The workshop was therefore machine 
free and had no gas- "whenever we had 
to heat an iron it would be by the wood 
fire. Summer like winter" Morel points 
out that this level of production. with 
such clean precision. may seem an 
almost unbelievable task by today's 
standards. 
Some large companies would order 
instruments to be made at Dicudonnc's 
(their model to be respected in every 
detail) and would put their name to it. 
They would take the violins finished on 
the outside but with the graduations. 
bass bar and varnishing to be completed 
by themselves. 
After 3 years Rene left Dieudonne·s and 
went to work for Bossard Bonnel in 
Brittany. They wanted him to sign a 
contract for life!. so after one year he 
returned to Dieudonnc's- this time to 
gain more restoration experience. 
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It was at this point that Rene's passion 
for flying almost changed the direction 
of his life. On gaining his civil flying 
license his cousin bought the plans of 
an aeroplane called the "Minicab" from 
Marcel Dassault. With him Rene spent 
every spare minute flying and building 
his first plane before training with the 
NATO Alliance in 19-H/48. eventually 
flyingjct propelled F84's. He was ready 
to quit violin making. Only 19 years 
old. he needed two signatures to allow 
him to join the French airforcc but his 
mother refused. keen that he should 
continue the family tradition having lost 
her brothers in the war. He contented 
himself with building a second 
aeroplane with his cousin and flying 
every weekend. Rene returned to 

making violins with the firm of 
Lamberle Fournier and ii was during 
this time that Rene was dreaming of 
going to America. possibly to fly. 
When Rene was offered a job at Kagan 
& Gaines in Chicago in 1955 he 
decided to take it. believing the best 
instruments were now finding their way 
to the Stales. He found Chicago very 
hard- "No French bread. no French 
wine. so cold in June and so hot in July 
and August. I couldn't cat or sleep -
only ice cream! I didn't like it". 
Fortunately. four months later. he was 
introduced to Rembert Wurlitzer by 
Emile Ouchard. When he realised that 
Rene was a pupil of Dicudonnc's. like 
himself. Wurlitzer hired him on the 
spot. 

It was at Wurlitzer's that he met Simone 
F. Sacconi- "a genius". Sacconi was a 
huge influence on Rene- "he transferred 
my ability for making new instruments 
to rcstoration---His greatest genius was 
to convey to you his own view of what 
needed to be done on an instrument
and b~· this he knew how to evaluate 
your skill. He also understood your lack 
of ability to recognise and absorb the 
characteristics of a famous maker 
bringing you to sec what you were 
lacking without raising his voicc--
Amcdcc Dieudonne developed my 
hands. Sacconi developed my head and 
eyes". One anecdote Rene likes to tell 
his pupils about Mr. Sacconi is "One 
day. a few months after my arrival at 
Wurlill.cr's. one of the greatest violins 
of Guarncrius Del Gcsu came into the 
shop. Right away the Master called me. 
handed it to me and asked "what do you 
think of this?" I turned the instrument 
in all different positions. and being 
nai'vc about it I said " Maestro. I think I 
would ha,·c to get dust In my eyes 
before I could cut a scroll so lumpy!" He 
looked at me with his charming smile 
and very softly said "Rene. I think you 
would have to wipe it om" 
Sacconi's ability to keep an open mind 
played a large part in embracing new 
ideas. Rene remembers in particular a 
Rogcri cello with badly damaged ribs in 
the shop for restoration. Sacconi stood 
nervously to one side ripping his hair 
out while he watched a young Morel 
planing the damaged ribs to 3/IOth of a 
millimeter. He explains. previous to that 
restoration at the shop. they removed 
some of the original wood then would 

glue a veneer or maple as a cross ply 
with a countcrpart...backing ii up with 
thin zinc protected with wax paper. 
(this he didn't hm·e in France). "We 
used to line the counterpart with ,·cf\· 
hard paper and use dry soap to prc,·cnt 
the varnish from gluing to the paper". 
When Sacconi asked him what he was 
going to do he replied "We will bend 
new ribs and we will glue them in the 
counterpart against the original 
remains. so we will have the new ribs 
inside. with the original varnish on the 
outside." This became the established 
method. Rene emphasises that a trust 
had developed over the years. between 
the two men. He had already worked on 
minor rib repairs but the cello 
mentioned was subslantially more 
damaged. 

Rene had endeavoured to bring this 
openness into his own workshop. He 
keeps a close eye on the development of 
his workers and according to their 
ability and the instrument they arc 
working on- he will give them some 
flexibility in their methods. When he 
feels secure in the persons ability to 
concentrate he feels "it is not dangerous 
anymore, it becomes feasible" Some 
instruments he doc's not like to gamble 
with at a critical point in a restoration 
he may take over and recommend the 
worker observe him. He confesses to 
learning from lesser skilled workers 
warning "don't ever criticise the person 
below you". 
Rene remembers at the beginning of his 
career visiting all the Paris shops and 
not seeing inside one! He vowed then 



that if he c,·cr had his own shop things 
would be dilTcrcnt. 

TIIE NEXT GENERATION 
When asked how he saw the next 
generation of restorers and where he 
thought they might come from. his 
answer was quite mixed. In terms of 
making good instruments he is amazed 
at the unbelicYablc skill and talent of 
today's luthicrs witnessed by himself as 
a judge at the Manchester cello 
competition. The transition from maker 
to restorer without training he secs as a 
difficult process. He believes if you have 
a luthicr who establishes himself in a 
city to make new instruments and finds 
himself unable lo sell enough. this 
forces him into repairs and restoration, 
often teaching himself from books. 

When they go beyond their capabilities 
" some instruments instead of being 
restored arc damaged". 
Although he acknowledges that a 
certain amount can be gleaned from 
books and schools-it is individual 
tuition at the bench that develops the 
worker- "You have to take each person 
as an individual to find out his ability. 
his skill. his talent. and you develop 
from there. Each and every person is 
dilTerent" Rene argues "it takes a person 
IO years after schooling. under 
supervision. to practise the same 
restoration a few times before you 
would call this person a restorer". He 
secs a lot of people rushing into the 
limelight the minute they have finished 
a named instrument. leaving after only 
2-1 years of working for him to set up 
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on their own. !his he secs as a big 
mistake! 
Rene remembers Sacconi opening his 
eyes to the dilTerence beiwccn making 
and restoring. explaining to him the 
necessity or captivating the exact 
feeling of the maker. the way the wood 
is carved. When you look at an 
instrument for a detail and "I point it 
out and you don't sec it. maybe you say 
it is wrong or maybe you have an open 
mind and say "Maestro maybe you sec 
what I don't sec. But can you explain it 
further?' Replying " this is the way to 
learn". 

TONAL ADJUSTMENTS 
Throughout the world Rene Morel has a 
reputation second to none for sound 
adjustments. His customers tra,·cl from 
around the world to have him adjust 
their instruments. He emphasises the 
importance of deferring to the 
performers' taste rather than your own
"through e.'-pcricncc you should be able 
to advise the player. The sound he feels 
comfortable with you should be able to 
describe to him, because the sound he 
hears is not the one he projects. That is 
very, very tricky". Again he advises 
against an individualistic approach " 
Take one Stradivarius or one Del Gcsu 
and I will take ten violinists of the top 
and I will have ten dilTcrcnt sounds. I 
repeat strongly, that those who believe 
they arc going to adjust one violin and 
that's the way the violin should be set 
up. and ii should sound its' very best 
and its going to be good for everybody 
else. and if cveryhody else cannot play 
on it that's their fault- I say that person 

is a fool. He should train his car and he 
should train his understanding of what 
that performer w~mts. not \\'hat he 
thinks he knows ... if we all had the same 
tastes, we'd all be married to the same 
woman!" 
He watches them play their instruments 
for him and "from that time my eyes arc 
as important as my cars" going on to 
say "By looking . you know the person. 
you can sec the way the bow bends. you 
can sec how much the string bends. how 
much pressure, how much speed. how 
far from the bridge. how close to the 
bridge- all of these have a factor on the 
-sound. If you tell a person 'you have too 
much bow speed or arc too slow. or 
press too hard or not enough' he's 
going to say ' who arc you to tell me 
what to do?' You have to de\'clop some 
sort of sixth sense and feel for that 
person. Through experience and strong 
attention you know the sound that will 
come out. The sound is hollow because 
maybe the string is 100 loose and you 
have to make the string tension harder. 
Also when you move the post and you 
give the ability to that performer to get 
more support or less support according 
to his feelings. He'll find that tone point 
(the lone point is when he goes into the 
core of the sound) and from there he 
makes the box vibrate to the maximum. 
Then he has the best sound for that 
violin with that violinist. There arc a 
very few exceptions where there arc 
some instruments that will suit any 
player" 

The amount of travelling instruments 
arc expected to do and the weather 



change from country to country can 
cause a lot of extra work when tonal 
adjusting. "Especially when an 
instmment comes from England to the 
USA in winter. The central heating will 
dry every apartment and hotel of New 
York unless you get a humidifier (wood 
under a microscope looks like a natural 
sponge from under the sea. if you put a 
natural sponge on the shelf it will go 
hard but put it in watcr .... and it gets 
soft. Wood is cellulose. with open 
pores.) We go from 98% moisture or a 
little higher with a plane journey of 
about 7 hours. The player then goes to 
his hotel in Manhattan and its about 
40%, or less! The wood in London is 
swollen. it comes into New York and 
shrinks. sometimes causing weather 
cracks. So travelling creates quite a 
problem- but it also has an effect on the 
sound. When they come here in the 
winter they sound but they don't sound 
too good ... I have heard the London 
Symphony here in New York and when 
I heard their string section I was 
flabbergasted!... As the instrument is 
wet. the soundpost gets loose and the 
sound becomes hollow. As you play the 
bottom string on the bass side (C & G) 
you try to have a soft note and it doesn't 
ring. Its just a fact of nature. the 
humidity. 

I met Aaron Rosand recently and he 
recalled Mishca Elman having a 
goldlish howl of hridges and 
soundposts. When I asked Rene if he 
knew the story he thought it was an 
exaggeration adding " but I neyer saw 
the bowl ! but its possible. He used to 

have 3. -4 or 5 bridges in his case for the 
height and I would number them 
upwards" He explained the reasoning 
behind this. "He was the only one who 
played on the violin strings like a 
cellist. with his fingers flat on the board 
with long fingernails . To him the 
height of the bridge \\as important as 
the position of the soundpost. As I 
explained earlier about the wood 
absorbing and releasing moisture. that 
elTects the fingerboard height. As the 
top swells from the moisture ii hcnds 
slightly between the bridge and the foot 
of the neck. causing the pitch to drop. 
This increases the string height. but 
also loosens the string tension . When it 
dries it regains normal height but 
Mischa Elman couldn't stand it - to a 
1/4 mm he would feel the height 
difference. so he would change the 
bridges using the numbered system. 

When I asked Rene about his remarks at 
the Metropolitan Exhibition of Del 
Gesus when he mentioned sometimes 
putting the soundpost on the outside or 
the bridge. and how he was able to 
achieve a balanced even sound. he 
replied "The Del Gcsu is a dark 
instrument. it sounds from the guts like 
a baritone-if you want to compare to the 
Stradivarius which is a soprano 
sounding from the throat. So. in order 
to achieve the body. the core of sound . 
the support (the Del Gesu being the 
favoured instn1111cnt for the strong 
player). as you dig with a slow and deep 
bowing the Guarneri will allow you to 
go as much as you want. The 
Stradivarius however will crack ... bcfore 

going too deep. When ii comes lo the 
Del Gesu. if you want to achieve that 
(there is the exception to the rule and it 
depends on the player). then you have 
no other way or you won't make the 
player happy". 

Just as I was about to leave Rene's shop 
Isaac Stern arrived for a tonal 
adjustment so I asked him abut Rene's 
technique- this \\as his reply. 
"There is nothing like it. it is like a shot 
to the veins which numbs any other 
pains. it's like being given wings to 

Co111111 ittee 
Repo1i John Topham 

Doc to some people, and particularly 
I Iden Challoncr or Darting.ton I !all, 
being ill al the beg.inning. or the year, we 
\Vere onlv able to hold a committee 
meeting on the 7th March where nearly 
cvc1Jhody turned up. I Iden had come to 
finalise arrangements for Scptcmhcr·s 
violin conference at I )artington. More· 
about that later. 
Marc opened the meeting., proposing. that 
committee meetings should he held on a 
regular basis. I le suggested we hold our 
meetings on the second Wednesday or 
ever)· < >ctobcr . .lanua'}·. April and July. 
starting with October this year or allcr 
the /\GM. It i:, hoped that if people 
know the date or thc:,c meetings. they 
mav he able to attend and contribute. /\. 
few people arc doing a lot or work al the 

soar high above !" I guess that answers 
that! 

~ 
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moment and any help lo reduce the load 
will be gratcrullv received. 
Florian reported that we had £2284.52 in 
our Nat West current account and 
.£3759.83 in the Woolich account. Unc 
of the larger expenses since the last 
meeting was the headed note for the four 
centuries exhibition. I reported that we 
now have 256 paid members. the last or 
those having.joined a lcw davs ago. 
Subject lo linal approval al the /\GM. 
the committee has taken the decision to 
allow those committee members who 
have to come a long way for meetings to 
claim travel expenses. They will be 
awarded cvcrv six m1mths on the 
presentation of relevant receipts. 
We arc all disappointed with the poor 
tum-out al the J\GM and discussed a 
few possibilities to make the occasion a 
bit more interesting. J\ny suggestions 
would be gratefully received. but we had 
thought lo combine it with a ·'makers 
day•· sometime in November. where 
makers can turn up with their wares and 
display them to as many prospective 



• 

buyers as possible. We will keep you 
posted with any further ideas 
We went on to discuss the scheme 
proposed hy the Bcnslow Trust to buy a 
number of instnnncnts for the benefit of 
people who arc not able, for various 
rc:1sons including lin:111cial ones, to play 
on goo<l instruments. Christoph Gotting 
was willing to hasic:illy org:misc the 
BVM/\'s part in the plan. They had 
asked us if we could provide a 
framework of quality assessment an<l 
judges to assess the instruments. /\gain 
WC will keep you posted or 
developments. 
V/c then discussed the next conference at 
Darlington in September. Helen 
mentioned that she had been in contact 
,vith everybody invoh·cd and 
arrangements were in place. We will he 
able to use the Barn this year which we 
could not last year because or it's 

refurbishment. I lmvc,-cr. she did say th:1t 
there will have to he a £5 charge on the 
conference :1ttcndancc to cm·cr the cost. I 
nm happy to say though that BVM/\ 
members will he able to get a £5 
discount again this year. 
Finally, in /\ny Other Business, Paul 
handed around a final draft for the 
suppliers list which should be with this 
issue of the newsletter. We must thank 
J>:1ul Collins for all the h:ird work he has 
put into compiling and formatting the 
list. It will he a ,·cry useful document. 
Shem, our dear editor, asked ii' 
committee members could think ahl>Ul 
ways to generate articles for the 
newsletter. This goes for vou as well. 
/\ny subject to discuss or air. please get 
in contact with Shem and sec your n:1mc 
in print! That's all for now, good luck 
and good making' 
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Edward Withers Ltd. 230 Y cars of 
Violin Craft in Soho hJ' Adam Whonc. 

/\Jam Whonc -s history or Withers 
chronicles the companv from it's outset in 
1765 as Norris & Barnes, both pupils or 
Thomas Smith, and carried on by Richart! 
Davis from 1818. Davis was later joined 
bv his brother William and this is the 
partnership later portravc<l un<lcr the alias 
or Dawes in Charles Reade's romance of 
Jack Lott, "Jack or /\11 Tra<lcs•·. During 
this period the shop mo\'cd to J l Coventry 
St. :mJ alicr continuing for a time un<lcr 
William Davis it first cntcrc<l into the 
ownership of the Withers family when it 
was taken over in 184(, b_v E<lwar<l 
Withers. In 1881 E<lwar<l (the sccon<l) 
rclocatc<l lo 22 Wardour St. /\ml Jcspitc 
the oJJ ril1 the shop remained un<lcr the 
immediate control of the family until the 
retirement or Stanlcv Withers in I %9. The 
Withers name was prolonged under the 
ownership or I )ictrich Kcsslcr an<l latterly 
/\Jam Whonc, who in 1989 movc<l the 
shop out of Soho to Windmill St. 
·111crc arc many familiar names associated 
with Withcrs over the years including 
Macautcl, George an<l Jack Lott, 
Boull:mgicr, Gai<la, Wulmc-1 lu<lson an<l 
the previously unknown 'll1omas Carter, 
although anyone intcrcstc<l to learn of 
bowmakcrs involved with the shop will be 
Jisappointc<l. The list is brought up to Jatc 
with several active members or the 
BVM/\. Both William Davis an<l E<lwar<l 
Withers were responsible for enticing. m·cr 
a number of 1:rcnch craftsmen from 
inllucntial Paris worksh11ps. scn 1ing. to 

highlight the contact bct,Yccn the \'iolin 
houses or Lon<lon an<l Paris. The~· must 
have contributed g.rcatl~• to the melting. pol 
of multinational workmen already acti\'c in 
I .on<lon and imlcc<l m:mv went on to open 
their own shops in the same area. l lowc,·cr 
the rcforcnce to Thomas Carter illustrates 
the dilliculty that c:-.ists in idcntilying. 
many others cmplovcd either within the 
confines or the shop or as outworkcrs. 
/\econ.ling. to Cartcr·s business card, he 
worked ''JO years lex Da,·is .. and yet his 
clforts, like so 111:111~· others. \\"ill remain 
unidcntilic<l unless as is occasionally seen, 
an instrument has been, perhaps 
surreptitiously. signed inside. 
/\Iler beg.inning. with some background 
infon11ation on contemporary violin houses 
an<l the I ,on<lon music scene, /\dam 
Whonc continues with chapters on NmTis 
& Barnes, R. & W. Davis and J.F. Lott. 
Most or the text then concerns itself with 
the four signilic:mt generations or the 
Withers family :m<l their numerous 
recreational and prolcssional activities. 
There follow sixteen colour plates or 
instruments commissioned or ma<lc in the 
workshops between c.1846 an<l c.1930, 
before concluding. with short chapters 
about Dietrich Kessler an<l the author. 
lntcrspcrsc<l among.st the I 12 pages arc 
almost seventy black an<l white plates or 
letters, receipts, l:tmily portraits and 
prominent musicians associ:1tc<l with the 
lirm over the vcars. 
Pricc<l at .00 + 0.50 p&p in the lJ.K.,it is 
a rather mo<lcsl amount in comparison to 
several recent publications. 

Andrew Fairfa'\. 

Centuries of 
British Bov✓111akers 
n,e ,·e,y recenl~v re-pnlrinled 
/Jmrmakcr, Peter Oxley, is hcginning 
work on n hook on lfritish ho11makers. 
lie /ells us ahou/ ii l,ae ......... .. 
There have been o,-cr the years. many 
c:-.ccllenl books published. relating lo 
the luthcric trade which. due lo their 
merits or a lack of any subsequent 
challenger. have become standard 
works of reference. The glaring 
e:-.ccplion within this canon. it would 
seem. has been any serious work 
concerning the master British 
bowmakers of the last t,vo centuries. 
Whilst not wishing lo dismiss 
William C. Rctford's interesting 
··sows and Bowmakers". a short book 
written in I 9(i3 where only twenty 
pages arc concerned specifically with 
the British bow. "these notes.. as the 
author himself apparently described 
them, formed the last published 
specific bow book of any substance 
relating to our own pas! bowmakcrs. 
It was with this situation in mind that 
last year. together with A.J. Brown. a 
writer/musician colleague. I began 
planning a book provisionally entitled 
·Two centuries of British 
Bowmakcrs'". I am ,·cry pleased lo 
announce that this work is lo be 
published by Paul Childs' '"Magic 
Bow Publications·· in association with 
Peter Biddulph. We arc aiming for 
publication in the year 2000. the exact 
date being very much dcpcnd:1111 on 

the amount of archi,·al information we 
arc able to unearth. 
In brief, our intention is lo produce a 
reference work of the highest quality 
that will illustrate the hitherto 
unglorificd merits of great British 
bowmakcrs. We intend lo produce a 
book that may be regarded as the 
"definitive" resource for some decades 
lo come. 
We propose that the breakdown of 
subjects and chapters will be as 
follows: 
Chapter one: The Dodd F:unih, 
The most thorough biography to date 
of the family. This will include 
information solely related lo the 
Dodds' actiYily as bowmakcrs. Also 
included in this section would lx: John 
Dodd's possible connection with the 
Tourlc family. The second part of this 
chapter would present the technical 
details of their bows. representing a 
continuum encompassing their entire 
oeuvre. 
Cha11ter two: The Tubbs F:unih 
Same format as above. This will lead 
us via James Tubbs lo the firm of 
W.E. Hill. 
Cha11ter three: Other Historical 
mal<ers 

Chapter four: W.E. Hill & Sons 
containing: 
I. Method of production 

a. Choice of materials 
b. Templates 
c. Division of labour 
d. Apprenticeship system 



2. Exposing the makers from their 
marks. An attempt will be made lo 
recognise the hands or individual 
makers throughout the Hill workshops 
history. Thus we may be able to know 
a particular Hill bowmakcr from his 
work in much the same way we can 
divine a particular bowmakcrs hand 
on a bow stamped Vuillaumc. Jn the 
Hill case. we do anticipate this being a 
more difficult task. due lo the 
prevalent use or templates. 
1. Grading of the hows: the meanings 
of the different brands: the 
designation of the various mounts and 
decorations (fleur de !is. shields etc.). 
-l. Value of the bow relative lo the 
violin O\'er the course of Hills history. 
laking into account their practice. al a 
certain period. of including a bow in 
the purchase price of one of their 
instruments. 
Chapter five: W.E. Hill & Sons and 
the contemporarv legan. 
This will highlight the makers who 
worked at Hills and who subsequently 
continued lo work under their own 
names. This chapter will contrast the 
st~'les of these makers during their 
tenure with W.E. Hill & Sons with 
their subsequent work post-Hills. 
Included in the biographical section 
for each maker, ,vc hope lo have a 
brief interview in which the maker 
will talk about their training. 
influences and their own solutions lo 
the functioning of the how, i.e. round 
versus triangular sticks etc .. 
Chapter six: Contemporarv makers 
since the end of the hill firm.As with 
the makers wvcn.;J in the prcecJing 

chapter. there will be biographical 
details and an accompanymg 
interview. 
A1mendices 
I. Materials (means of production. 
availability. alternative materials i.e. 
the cane bow made by Cocker). 
2. Players comments regarding 
English bow playing characteristics: a 
contrast between bows of the English 
and French schools. 
1. A note to players- care of the bow: 
advice for maintenance. This will 
include advice about hair-tension. 
replacement of lappings/thumb
pieccs. general wear on the handle. 
ensuring the mechanism of the frog 
and button remain satisfactory. 
replacement of pearl parts etc .. 
In addition to the above. we arc very 
pleased to inform that Mr. W.D. 
Watson has kindly agreed to write a 
foreword for the book. 
Regarding the inclusion of 
contemporary bowmakcrs. the 
publishers and writers have agreed 
that these should be limited to makers 
that have had a formal 
apprenticeship/training or lo those 
that have been established in the U.K. 
as professional bowmakcrs for a 
minimum of eight years. 
During the forthcoming years. if any 
readers have outstanding examples of 
British bows that they would be happy 
lo submit for inclusion. please write 
to: ,Peter Oxley, 2 Larkins Lane. Old 
Headington. o,,.ford OX> 9D\V. 
We very much hope that this book 
will throw some light on our unsung 
heroes of the arehetcrie world!! 

Renaissance \Vax 
:lnvone allent!ing !he narlinglon 
I 10/in Con/L'rence /<J<)5 and ll'ho ll'as 
present during ( '/wries /Ieare.\· talk 
ll'ill recall his cont!e111nalion of' the 
·.,piriling-o[f" method of'polishing old 
instmments and the 11sc 1f shellac 
hased polishes. I le 111e11tioned a Ferv 
.fine ll'OX 11hich had superseded all 
olhers as a .fi,wl polish on the 
i11s1ru111c11ts in the 11·orkshop at .J&•I 

lkare /,/d '1'/icrouystalline Wax· or, 
as ii is helter knoll'n hy ii 's trade 
na111e, 'Renaissance //'ax· has heen 
11sed in conserl'(1tion and restoration 
.fhr a nu111her of'years. /,mtise /)mu(v 
,mrks as a conserl'alor and gilder in 
the City of' /,ondon (iuildhall :lrt 
Ga//erv and in the .first of' the .. Nell' 
l'roducts ... explains the origin and 
uses cf this Renaissance //'ax and 
el'en includes a recipe! 
Formulated by the former Director of 
Research at the British Museum, and 
manufactured by Picrcator Enterprises 
this is a blend of fossil origin waxes, 
which shows marked advantages over 
traditional wax polishes based for 
instance on beeswax or carnauba. In 
appearance it is white with a 
consistency similar lo that of furniture 
Its main advantage lies in that it docs 
not contain the acids normally 
occurring in the natural s:1po11ifiablc 
waxes. which can rise spontaneously 
through O'-idalion or hydrolysis. 
Renaissance \\a'- will remain neutral 

and therefore completely safe on the 
most nilncrablc of surfaces. 

The salve can be used on anv solid 
surface. including wood. ivory. metal 
and paper. It may be applied and used 
for simply removing surface dirt. 
aqjusting the optical quality. 
enhancing the appearance or 
excluding moisture. As it provides 
protection against moisture and 
vapour. dirt will not be attracted to 
the treated surface. The wax can be 
used to stabilise painted or varnished 
surfaces that arc liable to bloom. the 
hardness of the matured wax coating 
can provide protection from heat as 
well as linger marks which can easily 
be buffed away with a son cloth. 

Method of Use. 
/Is a cleaning agent; 
A small amount of the wa.\ can be 
applied direct to the o~jcct with the 
aid of cotton wool. Once the dirt is 
removed. the surface may be polished 
with a clean cotton wool pad covered 
with a piece of soft silk. 

Tu Polish; 
The surface is first wiped with a piece 
of soft silk lo remove the dust. 
A small amount of the salve is then 
placed in the palm of the hand where 
it quickly softens. 
A piece of cotton wool wrapped in 
thin soft silk is then charged with the 
softened wax and used to polish the 



surface with the minimum of pressure. 
The wax may be removed with white 
spirit. 

Basic Recipe For Renaissance Wax. 
I 00g Cosmolloid 80H 
(Microcyrstallinc wax M.P =85o C) 

25g Wax A (a Polyethylene wax 
M.P.=98-I08oC) 

300ml a high nash point 
hydrocarbon sol\'cnt (White Spirit ) 

,\!ellwd 
Cut the wax into small pieces. 
Melt together.taking care to ensure 
the P.E. ,,ax is dispersed evenly in the 
mixture. 
The molten liquid is then poured 
quickly into the white spirit (taking 
strict precautions against fire risk) 
Constantly stir the mixture while 
cooling. 
Store in an air-tight jar. 
Microcrystallinc Wax.(Mclting Point 
= 85dcg C) 
This is a semi-synthetic wax isolated 
as a by-product from the refining of 

'vVoodlathe Sanding 
Drum Attachment 

llhen inlervieil'ed hv Judith 
/Jlnc"71'el! fi,r this newslelle~ Inst vear, 
!11arc Souheyran 111e111ione£i a 
limesaFing thicknessing a/lachment 
which he huill for his ln1he. I/ere, he 

petroleum. 
A crystalline thermoplastic. with long 
hydrocarbon molecules: 
intermolecular bonding is very weak 
due to its lack of polar side groups: so 
the solid wax is ,·cry soft. However the 
strength is improved without 
adversely affecting its other properties 
by adding polythene wa:-. 

Polythene A Wax. (Melling Point 
=98-I08oC) 
This is a hard wax dcri,·cd from 
Polyclhylcnc. It has an c:-ccllent 
solvent binding capacity and owing to 
its fine crystalline stmcturc gives rise 
to smooth opaque pastes with great 
stability lo heal. 
Bibliography 
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descrihes it's opera/ion and hnsic 
cons/rue/ion. 
The attachment. as shown. fits onto a 
woodworking lathe and is used to 
reduce. to an even thickness. ribs. 
purfling and viola da gamba backs. 
The individual strips which constitute 
purning can be easily sanded to a 
thickness of .3mm. Such accuracy 

renders this tool extremely useful to 
the instrument maker and the 
simplicity of construction make ii easy 
lo sci-up and operate. 
The main section of the thickncsscr. 
the rotating drum. is made or solid 
aluminium. It is approximately 70111111 
in diameter and 225111111 long. Al the 
chuck end it is filled with a 1/2" 
driving shaft and al the tailstock end 
there is a drilled conical hole into 
which the liYC centre is fitted. 
The drum is coated with hard 
sandpaper ( I 00 or 120 grit) which is 
applied using contact adhesive. It is 
important that the sandpaper joint is 
angled to aYQid catching or jumping 
on each revolution. 
The thickness is controlled by 
adjustment of the hinged platform 

AUJMINIIIM ORUM 
• R[ J 

CROSS S[CTION 

underneath the rotating drum. The 
rise and fall of this platform is 
governed by a threaded rod. the other 
end of which is fixed lo the base .. 
The wood is fed into the rotating 
drum (i.e. from above and against the 
direction of rotation) between it and 
the platform. It is vital to keep a tight 
hold of the piece of wood at all times 
otherwise it will be thrown by the 
force of the rotating drum. Reduce the 
gap between drum and platform and 
repeat the procedure until the required 
thickness is achieved. 
A protective cover can be fitted (as I 
have done) lo avoid accidental contact 
with the sanding drum. The coyer is 
filled with an attachment lo which an 
extractor can be connected to reduce 
dust. 

wnonro nr 
Tlllf"I\NESSEi> 



Food for Thought 
.I. I~ D1mcleli11ger is a relative 11ei1·comer 

to !he lf'orld of 1·ioli11 making. having hee11 

trained i11 Paris as m, engraver and die

si11ker. I le has spelll tlte bulk <d. his 

ll'orki11g l({e i11 /3ritai11 and ltas taugl,t at 

J/w Sir .Jo/111 Cass School ,f .·Ir! i11 /:'as! 

l,011do11 (11011· part of the /,,mdo11 

Ciui/dl,all U11i1·ersitii .·Is a,1 

C11grm•cridicsi11kcr he has hcC11 

s111-r01111dcd hr a mricty o{macl1i11cs. so it 

11'</S qt1ite 1/<lltlml ./c)r liim to fi1ll hack 
t1pon tliese wlie11 l,e e11cm1111ered problems 

or wm11ed to speed llf' certain aspects <.f 
violin cm1slnwlio11. 011~v 011c macl1i1w, Jw 

p,,111d, lf'Ortld hecome a rtsefi,l 'tool • .... tlte 

l'wllogmpli. h/j'ecti1·e~i· a 3D e11gravi11g 

111aclti11e but 1t'itl, t/,e comhi11ed 

adva11/ages o{ a lumd and overhead 

router. ill the follm1·i11g article. l,e c11x11es 

tlie case ,fi>r the machine i11 violin 

co11stn1c1io11. 

The burning question is not so much if the 
machine prn<luccs a better instrnmcnl or 
not, but can it assist the craltsman with 
his <laily tasks. I cam10t help but ask the 
question; had the makers or the past had 
our kchnology, would th.::y haw us.::<l it? 
lly using machines w.:: can overcome some 
problems e.g. speed, accurac:,, quality and 
certainty or crallsmanship. But w.:: hav.:: 
also created a dislike for unifonnity and in 
doing so run the risk of alienating the 
cral1sman from artistic creation. 

"The machine mad.:: violin'' is a 
contradiction in tcnns. It docs not .::xist. If 
it did, that would suggest that the 
instrument was made entirely by machin.:: 
for all the the woodworking processes, 
which is not th.:: case. In the linal analysis, 
whether tra<litional tools or power tools 
arc used, there remains an clement or skill 
and understanding in lhc final product. In 

order to assess the use and concctncss 01· 
one, the other or holh, the aspiring maker 
will hav.:: to corn.:: to knns with the 
technologies at his disposal to achieve the 
perfect control over his work and .it the 
s;.1111c tim.:: dcriv.:: some p.::rsonal 
satisfaction from his handicraft. 
With the constant demand for nc~\\' 
instruments :md the cvcr-ch:mging 
tcchnologv or power tools. I believe there 
is a cas.:: to he made in l:tvour of the 
machine and in particular, the router, as 
an aid to violin making. The only area on 
which the differences or opinion in our 
broa<l church of thinking <lilkrs, is to 
what extent docs the use or the rontcr 
alkct the structure of the ,vomJI Mr. Neil 
McMillan or Treml suggests that • any 
pr.::ssur.:: from th.:: cutting tool can ,,nlv 
affect the \\ood· s structure but not change 
it".('Trcnd' arc a british compan:,· \\ho 
specialise in th.:: nrnnufactur.:: nr rnukr 
cutters). 
You, the reader, consider whetlwr it is 
possible to ascertain whether nowcr tools 
cause changes to the structure or wood. 
Some nwkers and most ccrtainlv 
manufocturcrs would generally opt to 
continue to use them because they reduce 
the time factor in the making process and 
they need to optimise their time in order 
to survive. The only :1spect, i11 violin 
making terms, that cannot be considered is 
the acoustic ch:mgcs caused by the action 
of machin.:: on wood, b.::cnus.:: this is an 
area where there arc lcw conclusions. If 
detrimental acoustic changes do take 
plac.::, th.::n the li11:1l goal to produc.:: 
exclusively beautiful instruments in sound 
and quality would mean that machines 
would have no place in the workshop. 
At what point docs the haml-cralkd. 
machine-assisted instrument become a 
machine made product? Some cral'tsmcn 
will utilise power tools in order to assist .,,,,,.,..,.,.,..,.,,...,.._~~ 

the pro.:css ensuring that their use is kept 
lo a minimum. In my case, I deliberately 
curtail the use of power tools within the 
making process and try to remain free 
from the need lo use mad1ine tools and 
the like when I !eel it is unwanantc<l. In 
my very short experience or violin
making, ,'.crtain areas or not-so-much the 
making process but the linishing arc not 
compatible with the use or power tools. 
The crallsman must be totally conunittc<l 
lo, on the one hand, lhc response of the 
tools he utilises <luring the finishing stage, 
und on the other to !eel un<l be in total 
unison with the materials he is using. The 
use of the 111ccl1a11isc<l element ut this 
point woulJ be totally incompatible, as the 
machim: is not able to think or distinguish 
between what is right an<l what is 
wrong.This suggests that it 1s the 
craftsman alone who can play this role and 
here I would like to suggest areas of 
contention. The training of a craftsman is 
unlike the requirements needed to train an 
engineer. One could argue the point that 
the ol<l crallsmcn could have reached a 
scientific understanding through a 
lili:timc or plying his trade rather than 
from an academic understanding. In the 
craft world, what ditkrcnliatcs one 
<liciplinc from the nc:xt is the <lillcrcnce of 
111alc1 ials and the application. l11 the case 
of the mc.:hanical engineer or those 
involved in the use or machines, this is not 
lhc case. On lite whole they arc more 
aware or the pcrfonnancc or their machine 
and do not totally understand the way in 
which malcri:.J!s will behave under such 
rnu<litions i.e. specialists woo<l-machinisls 
will l'cc<l the W(>o I onto the blad.:: in the 
direction of the grain. l)oing it any other 
way would create havoc. A crallsman who 
has little or no understanding of pow.::r 
tools would not know this aml would lint.I 
out at his 0\\11 cost. Whal the two 
<lisciplincs do scc1n to have in common 

however, is the basic principle by which 
they arc able to solve ihcir rc:;1xctivc 
pmblc1ns. 
Out or the many people 1 have spoken to 
in the violin-making world, the great 
majority of them do not have a healthy 
understanding or the Jo's and Joni's and 
certainly of the potential or such 
.::quipmcnt. So the bad reputation, 
perpetrated through ignorance, docs not 
allow the free tlow or debate on whdhcr 
certain power tools/machines may he 
regarded as useful and, as a consequence, 
acecplablc in the making process of a 
violin 
I believe slowly, hx> slowly maybe, that 

times arc changing more and more. Up 
and coming violin makers think of the 
power tool as :m asset lo assist him in his 
crall, though many or them opt not to use 
them because of lack or untkrstanding and 
the stigma attached lo it. 
The mo<lcrn craftsman. just like his 
predecessors, is a free spirit and must be 
able to vibrate accor<linglv within his 0,,11 
field. Whether an instrnm.::nt is machine 
made or beautifully hand-crallcd, there is 
still one unresolved question. Neither 
match the soun<l quality of the 17th 
century instrument. The nearest that has 
come to that with time, arc some of the 
i11slnu11c11ts ma<lc by J.B. Vuillaumc. l lc 
was quite an innovator in his 0\\11 time. 
Using the technology of his day, hc 
contrived some mechanical devices to 
reproduce faithfully a proJuct that no one 
could tell apart. /\ similar ad nowadays 
would be denigrated by the establishment. 
The irony in all this is that at auction, a 
J.B. Villaumc can !'etch a very healthy 
price and 1 wonder if 150 years makes all 
the <lilkrcncc when <lcciding if an 
instnuun.::nt is machine assisted or han<l
crallcd. Aller all it is simply a question of 
individual perception an<l what the eye 
caid sec, they heart won·t grieve! 



Ozone 
Ooe.\· anvone hal'e infi,rmation on 
possihle ozone production .fro111 Ul • 
<hying cahinets.'J l/l1e11 11~v drying 
cahinel is operating, there is a faint 
pungent smell near the cahinet, 11-!iicl, 
does not see111 to he organic. The 
cahinef (Fiola size) has t1m -1011'all 
UI {'I) sun ray lamps, and is lined 
11'ith aluminium ji>il (o re,/lect light 
and increase the [fl' inlensitv. 71wre 
is an extra{;{ Jim lo change air, so the 
temperature rise is less than IOdegC 
I su.\pecl the smell may he ozone. as 
this can he produced hy high inlensitv 
l JI' lighl on a melal .,·ur/ncc'. q[f,ce 
photncopiers can gil'C a health hazard 
.fi'0/11 ozone for similar reasons. It 
seems likefv !hat if I can smell ozone, 

ii is weff ahol'e !he threshold li111il 
Faluejhr cominuous exposure. 
/)oes anyone hal'e experience of such 
proh/ems. or can they giFe 
injhr111ation on conl'enient wavs of 
/esling ji>r or remol'i11g ozone in lmr 
concentrations! ,I/so, can anyone 
gil'e in(<nwation on the best lvpe of 
lamp and UI • 1ml'eleng1h ji>r £hying 
oil l'arnishes.? 
!-'rank Roper I.mu/on 5,'ll'/6 
Apology 
In !he winter edition of the ne1rsletter 
we gal'e the incorrect address/hr /\Ir. 
/lnlhonv /'err\' jhllo1ring his fetter on 
instrument seleclion, as f>egm111:v, N. 
Wales. Air. l'cri:v is of cn11rse _ji-nm 
ll'oll'erhamplon, the other address 
helongs lo ,\Ir. LI. /'en:v. 

Lionel Te1iis International Viola Competition and Workshop 
Isle of Man, British Isles. August 23rd-30th 1997. 

Masterclasses. recitals. lectures with: Yuri Bashmet. Man-Seng Chan. Katherine 
Collier. John Constable. Harry Danks. Helen Davies. Therese-Marie Gilissen. Shelley 
Katz. Leopold String Trio. Lubomir Maly. Michelle Mares. Jordi Maso. members of 
the Moscow Soloists. Mikhail Muntian. Martin Outr.in. Tully Potter. Sophia Rahman. 
Julian Rolton. Wilfred Saunders. Christoph Schiller, Yizhak Scholten. Paul 
Silverthorne, John White. 

Further information from: Lionel Tertis Secretariat. Erin Arts Centre. Victoria 
Square. Port Erin. Isle of Man. IM9 (,LD. British Isles. Tel: +-l-l (0) 1(124 832(,62 
Web page: http://www.enterprise.net/arts/tertis.htm 
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